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PROJECT 56 NOW AURORA CENTRE

RUTHERFORD HOUSE KICKING ALONG
Ben Whaanga and his troops are progressing well with
the Lambton Quay extension element of our project.
This Extension consists of a two story pop up
structure, curtain wall and is followed by a high end
fitout which is being handed over at the end of 2015.

To reflect the impressive structural upgrade and
refreshing building renovation, owners Kiwi Property
have decided to give their building a new name. What
was previously known as Unisys tower or Project 56 is
now Aurora Centre.

Gerry, James and the concrete crew have been busy
completing the structure of the south library extension, the boys will now progress with completing the
roof and preparing the 2 story building for our German
made curtain wall. Concurrently with this, our main
Annex tower has had a service, WOF and a few minor
tweaks and now the boys are putting in some yards to
complete the last of the ground floor concrete works
prior the first delivery of steel at the start of October.

The new naming announcement comes at a time
when the project is firing on all cylinders. Many critical
checkpoints and quality inspections have passed
since the last hard yards issue. In particular, Dion and
his crew have completed the Aurora East foundations.
His team battled heavy rain, high winds and freezing
temperatures to achieve this key milestone. The post
tensioned ground beams have been described as the
most technical ever encountered by LTM.
With only 10 months to go until the entire 25,000
square meter project is handed over there is a lot more
ground to cover. In true LTM Hard Yards style the team
onsite will continue to work smarter and harder to get
across the line. We are on target!

ST MARY OF THE ANGELS
Progress is being made on our St Mary of the Angels site on
Boulcott street.The marble altar rails at St Mary of the Angels
proved an interesting challenge to remove. These needed to be
temporarily relocated to make way for new ground beams.
Each of the 4m solid marble sections were friction clamped &
the mortar bed flush cut before being lifted away with the new
LTM Maeda crane.

MOORE WILSONS

LTM AUCKLAND UPDATE

When the boys aren’t drinking Whittikers chocolate
milk and eating croissants from the fresh market, they
are hard at works spread across the Moore Wilsons
campus. The main focus of the front half of the year
was the construction of the new lift shaft and roof.
With this now complete and also the lift installation
wrapped up, shoppers & workers can now utilise 3
floors of lift access.

With construction due to start in October the
Auckland chapter is fast gathering momentum.
Having recently completed a test pit on the site to
verify contamination levels, we are putting together a
highly detailed and comprehensive plan to deal with
the below ground conditions.

Our main drive for the rest of the year is now with
strengthening the old buildings, which were built in
1930’s. The strengthening job consists of 10 new
ground beams, 20 anchors and 22 new BRBs
throughout the supermarket. This work is going to be
broken out into 5 or 6 stages over a 9 month period,
with the first stage being handed over at the end of the
year. Full credit to Tony & Evan for their hard yards so
far!

The site is part of an extensive area that was
reclaimed at the turn of the century, it was the former
home to part of Auckland’s original tank farm and has
been used extensively by the petro chemical industry.
Presently the team are working hard to finalise the
numbers prior to work commencing in the coming
weeks.

YARD
Together with BCITO, LTM have organised training for
apprentices out at the yard so they can complete the
practical components of their apprenticeship.
The results of our Apprentices’ hard work can be seen
below. Those involved with this build were: Mike Lee,
Otto Rasch, Simon Frank, James Antipas and Craig
Swain.

NEW STAFF MEMBERS:
A big welcome to:
• Michael Paulin - QS Cadet
• Russell Mulder - QS
• Romeo Oliquano - Services Engineer

CONGRATULATIONS
TO:
Congratulations to :
•
•
•
•
•

Mike Lee on his baby boy,
Matt Pattinson on his baby girl,
Andrew Thomas on his baby boy,
Jeff McHardy on his baby girl and;
Adrian Duncan on his baby boy.

AUCKLAND OFFICE FITOUT COMPLETE
LT McGuinness Auckland have recently
completed their new office fitout seen below.
Staff members currently in the office include Bruce
Hurrell, Matt McGuinness and Aaron Lindsay.

SIU COMPLETES APPRENTICESHIP
Siu Katoa recently completed his building apprentiship
and it was celebrated with a function at Project 56. Siu
started with LT McGuinness
6 years ago and has worked on a number of significant
projects including (330 Lambton Quay, Clyde Quay
Wharf, Wharewaka)
Siu gained his qualification through Weltec and was
steered through the process by his assessor Tane Phillips
, who was exceptionally
proud of Siu efforts.

Siu Katoa recently completed his building
apprenticeship and it was celebrated with a function
at Project 56. Siu started with LT McGuinness 6 years
ago and has worked on a number of significant
projects including (330 Lambton Quay, Clyde Quay
Wharf, Wharewaka)
Siu gained his qualification through Weltec and was
steered through the process by his assessor Tane
Phillips , who was exceptionally
proud of Siu efforts.

AWARDS
The Clyde Quay Wharf project won a number of
categories at this years New Zealand Commercial
Project Awards. See members of the team below
receiving their well deserved awards.

CLIENT FEEDBACK
FRONDE
It was an outstanding effort all round and Fronde
especially appreciates the level of service and support
you and your respective organisations have provided
in achieving a 100% result.
It was an EXCELLENT working experience and
outcome all round.

ONE MARKET LANE
We also had a number of entrants and winnners in this
years NZIOB awards: A huge congratulations to Matt
McGuinness, Sean McGuinness, John Malthus and
Kerrin Manuel who were among the finalists.

Wow that is amazing service. Thank you so much.
The building is just beautiful and we are so pleased that
my parents can live in comfort - I was on the hunt for
somewhere that the floors were all level especially in
the bathrooms and this build and interior was exceptional. We own apartments overseas and never thought
we would see such a high standard here - but this is
world class.

PWC TOWER
The structural team have now successfully completed
the upgrade at the PWC tower bringing the building to
90% NBS!
Huge thanks to Mike Lee and his team (Phil, Dan, Ena,
Rawhiti), for the hard yards they have put in with
countless late nights and early morning concrete
pours, and fighting off our other friendly jobs site for
the vital reinforcing labour. The 800x800 structural
boundary element with a 2m confinement zone was
too simple to build so the engineer decided he would
set LTM a challenge and by requesting it be built on a
12 degree slope!
Also a big thanks Gerard Andrews who put the team
and programme on the front foot from the word go
last year.
The level 7 courtyards have been held up due to
weight and leveling issues however after some clever
innovation by LTM the use of lightweight concrete was
used to stop deflection of the structural beams imposing on carpark head height. Now the membranes and
tiles have now started to be laid the Mojo team and
customers are giving LTM the thumbs up with approval.

THE NEW CRANE HAS ARRIVED
Our new liebherr crane has safely arrived from
Germany. It is currently being prepped to go up at
Cuba Dixon in November.

SPOTTED AT 330 LAMBTON QUAY...

The next challenge to address for Bill Manuel and
Dan is the 200m² L2 lobby for AMP which has its own
unique issues, including floor leveling to suit 6 different entry points to accommodate a 6x6 tile.
Joe Ketterer, Rob Zarbo and carpentry boys are now in
full swing with the Whitcoulls fit out, The guys need to
complete the works while keeping Whitcoulls trading
at all-times which has not been easy. The Annexe café
needs to be moved 3m back to its original positional
with alterations around the new shear wall to suit.
The plan is to fit out all areas behind the hoardings
and then pull them down in the dark of the night and
reopen in the morning.

FROM THE
THE ARCHIVES:
ARCHIVES
FROM
LT’s great indoor cricket team from the 80s... Can you
spot Nick and Dion?

